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The Endangered Archives Programme 

The Endangered Archives Programme 
(EAP) seeks to preserve cultural heritage 
and make it available to as wide an 
audience as possible. We provide grants to 
applicants to digitise and document 
collections of archives and we aim to 
facilitate capacity building in the country or 
region of the project. EAP is funded by 
Arcadia, a charitable trust of Lisbet Rausing 
and Peter Baldwin. 

The annual call for the grants goes out in 
September. We invite researchers and 

archivists to put forward proposals for projects that will start the following July / August at the 
earliest, and no later than February of the next year. 
 

This document provides guidance for potential applicants to Round 18, for projects starting in 
mid-2023. Applicants should read and share it with other relevant stakeholders before the 
beginning of the application process, and refer to it alongside the Grant Agreement template.  
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1.   Scope 

1.1 The Endangered Archives Programme invites applications to digitise a wide variety of 
material types: 

• rare printed sources (books, serials, newspapers, maps, ephemera, etc.) 
• manuscripts in any language 
• visual materials (drawings, paintings, prints, posters, photographs, etc.) 
• pre-existing audio-visual material 
• other objects and artefacts, normally only where they are found in 

association with a documentary archive. 

The Programme will not fund: 

• the creation of oral histories 
• the creation of new audio or video recordings 
• the digitisation of material dating from the mid-20th  century onwards 

Other Arcadia-funded programmes exist for these purposes: the Endangered 
Languages Documentation Programme (ELDP), the Endangered Material Knowledge 
Programme (EMKP) and the Modern Endangered Archives Programme (MEAP). 

1.2 Material can be on any theme or aspect of culture. However, the Programme does not 
support applications for archives held in Western Europe or North America. 

1.3 The Programme will only fund digitisation of material that can be made available 
online. If there are copyright or privacy restrictions that prevent this, the material may 
not be digitised. 

1.4 Grants are awarded to a Host Institution, which oversees the financial and 
compliance aspects of the project (see below). 

1.5 Applicants must identify an Archival Partner in the country in which the archive is 
located. A fundamental principle is that no original archival material may leave its 
country of origin.  

1.6 Digital copies must be made available at an appropriate and established institution in 
the country of origin (an Archival Partner). A second digital copy must be sent to the 
British Library. The digital masters stay within the country of origin. The British Library 
copies will be made available for the types of use and access specified in the Grant 
Agreement. 

1.7 At award, the Principal Applicant becomes the Project Lead, responsible for 
leading a team who digitises and catalogues the archive, using the equipment 
approved in the proposal and to standards set out by EAP. The Project Lead is 
the central point of contact with the EAP team, and works with the Host Institution 
to ensure all project documentation is in order and the grant monies are 
disbursed to the project according to the budget set out in the Grant Agreement.  

  

https://www.eldp.net/
https://www.eldp.net/
https://www.emkp.org/
https://www.emkp.org/
https://meap.library.ucla.edu/
https://eap.bl.uk/applicants#forms%20and%20templates
https://eap.bl.uk/applicants#forms%20and%20templates
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2.   Grant types 

2.1 The following types of grant are currently available: 

• Pilot project grants can either involve investigating the potential for a major 
project through a survey, or they may be small digitisation projects. These projects 
should last for no more than 12 months and have a budget limit of £15,000. 

• Major project grants are intended for digitisation and cataloguing of a collection 
or collections. This type of grant may involve preservation necessary for 
digitisation, and may also relocate the material to a more secure 
location/institution within the country. These projects typically last for 12 months 
but can last for up to 24 months, and have a budget limit of £60,000. 

• Area grants are similar to major grants, but larger in scale and ambition. Applicants 
must demonstrate an outstanding track record of archival preservation work and be 
associated with an institution that has the capacity to facilitate a large-scale project. 
The Programme will award a maximum of two area grants in each funding round. 
They can last for up to 24 months and have a budget limit of £150,000. Potential 
applicants must contact the EAP office before submitting an application for this type 
of grant. 

2.2 Grants are offered on the condition that the original material is not removed from the 
country of origin (unless there is no alternative to removing the material temporarily 
for digitisation) and the digital materials created by the project are held and 
maintained by the Archival Partners. 

2.3 All grants are awarded to the standard Grant Agreement. No changes may be made 
to these Terms & Conditions. All grant payments are made in GBP (Pound Sterling). 

3.   Applications – overview 

3.1 The call for applications goes out in September each year. Applications are made 
online via the EAP portal, which goes live when the call is announced via social media 
channels and on the EAP web page. 

3.2 The application process is in two stages. All applicants must submit a preliminary 
application for assessment. These must be submitted online by mid-November. All 
applications must be written in English. Budgets must be provided in pounds sterling 
(GBP) – all awards are made in GBP. Facsimiles of the preliminary application form 
and other application-documentation can be found in the appendices. 

3.3 Preliminary applications are assessed by the British Library. If applicants are 
successful at the preliminary stage, they will be invited to submit a detailed application 
and provide a reference as well as information from other collaborators in the project. 
Detailed applications are assessed by the International Advisory Panel, who also 
consult with external independent referees as well as British Library staff. Offers are 
made in May. All offers are conditional on a risk assessment; minor adjustments to 
the proposal may be required at this stage.  
  

https://eap.bl.uk/applicants#forms%20and%20templates
https://webportalapp.com/sp/home/eap-grants
https://eap.bl.uk/grants
mailto:endangeredarchives@bl.uk
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4.   Evaluation criteria 

Applications are evaluated against three broad criteria: 

I.   Content of archive 
The case for the material to be digitised must cover the following areas: 

• Endangerment. Applicants must demonstrate that the material is vulnerable, due 
to neglect and/or environmental threats; and that there is an urgent need to 
safeguard the material. 

• Research value. Applications must demonstrate the extent to which the archive 
is rare or unique, its cultural importance and its value as a resource for research. 

• Age of material. The material must date from before the middle of the 20th century. 
• Legal and ethical rights. Applicants must have the permission of the collection’s 

owners to digitise the materials and make them available online for research. 
Applicants must also understand the copyright status of the archival material in the 
country in which it resides and whether there are any data protection issues 
associated with them. 

II.   Project team 
Applications must include the following information about the proposed team: 

• Track record of Principal Applicant. Applicants must show that they have the 
experience necessary to manage and complete the project successfully. 
Applications at the detailed stage may include up to three co-applicants who can 
provide the skills or experience that the Principal Applicant lacks. 

• Skills within the project team. Applicants must identify the skills the project will 
require, such as: language skills; project-management and financial skills; digitisation 
and cataloguing skills; technical skills for handling equipment and vulnerable material. 
Applicants must demonstrate how they will ensure that the team is composed of 
people who meet these requirements. 

• Knowledge within the team. There must be evidence that the Principal 
Applicant and proposed team understand the material, its condition and its 
research and cultural value. The applicant should indicate knowledge of the 
relevant languages and scripts of the materials in the archive. 

III.   Project plan 
The proposal must contain an outline of an effective plan showing how the following 
questions have been addressed: 

• Feasibility. Applicants must demonstrate an understanding of the practicalities and 
logistics of the project: Is the time frame reasonable? Are the team available at the 
time specified? Has a risk assessment been done? Have all costs been taken into 
account? Who will oversee the finances? 

• Local capacity building. Wherever possible, the project should create the 
opportunity for future archival and digitisation work to be carried out in the region 
where the archive is located. Applications should include a plan for the period after 
the project is completed, outlining what will happen to the equipment and how the 
training and experience of the team will be put to further use. 

• Budget. The budget must be within the limit for the type of project (see 2.1 above). 
Applicants must provide justification for the cost of all equipment, salaries, and 
travel, and demonstrate that the budget represents good value for money. Host 
Institutions should make appropriate financial contributions to these costs. 
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5.   Eligibility 

5.1 Eligible applicants: 

• Any accredited member of teaching or research faculty, and any registered post-
graduate researcher, at a recognised university or similar higher education institution. 
PhD candidates will only be considered where the applicant has a proven track record of 
grant and project management. In such a case, a letter of support must be provided by 
their supervisor, giving approval for the candidate to undertake the project and detailing 
how the project relates to the PhD. 

• Archivists and librarians with responsibilities for special collections in a recognised 
archive, national or research library, or similar institution. Current employees of the 
British Library are not eligible to apply. 

5.2 Host Institutions: 

• A recognised non-commercial institution (educational, research or archival/library 
management). The Host Institution is directly responsible for receiving and managing the 
funds and submitting budget accounts to the EAP office according to the reporting 
schedule. Normally, the Principal Applicant is employed by the Host Institution. 

• In exceptional circumstances, Principal Applicants not affiliated with an institution as 
described above may apply as an Independent Researcher, with permission from the Head 
of EAP and the BL Finance & Compliance teams. In such cases, applicants must show all 
options that have been explored and ruled out, and they are expected to be able to provide 
references, details of relevant experience and a track record of delivering successful 
comparable projects. In these cases, the applicant is subject to additional procedures and 
requirements of the British Library and agrees to have the British Library as the institutional 
guarantor. At the Interim and Final Report stages, the applicant undertakes to have the 
project’s financial accounts validated by an appropriately qualified and independent 
professional before submission to the EAP office.  

5.3   Archival Partner(s): 

• An archive, library or similar institution, based in the area in which the project is operating, 
with the ability to ensure long-term preservation of the digital material created by the project 
and, where appropriate, to provide access to the digital copies and originals where 
appropriate. 

5.4   Eligible costs include: 

• Fees and salaries. The fees or salaries of project staff helping with the tasks related to 
digitising and cataloguing the material. Teaching cover where an academic needs to spend 
considerable time in the field away from official teaching duties, and contributions to salary 
costs where an applicant has to be in the field for a prolonged period. The amount 
requested must be in line with official or regional pay scales and include any statutory taxes 
and insurance. Applicants must be prepared to justify all aspects of these costs.  

• Equipment and consumables. The cost of cataloguing and digitising material, including 
purchasing equipment, and re-locating and installing the material in an archive, but not 
archival overheads or running costs. This can also include the cost of basic preservation 
measures for the original material, such as acid-free storage boxes, and dehumidifiers, 
brushes, etc, where necessary. The EAP has a list of approved equipment for the capture 
of digital files at the approved standard. The application should include any relevant import-
export and shipping costs. 
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• Travel and subsistence. In view of the climate emergency applicants must should attempt 
to minimise the environmental impact of their projects. This includes favouring local input 
over international travel. 

• Training costs. The Programme aims to enhance the local capacity to preserve and 
manage collections in the long term. Applicants are therefore encouraged to incorporate 
training and professional development for local staff in their grant proposal, which can be in 
areas such as collection management, technical training in digitisation, cataloguing, and so 
on. 

• Other costs. The cost of shipping the hard drive containing the digitised material. 
Disseminating the results from the project, such as conference talks or public/educational 
displays, especially where they are devised for local people. However, costs for a project 
website or hosting digital content created by the project are not allowable. 

5.5 Ineligible costs include institutional overheads, capital building and refurbishment 
projects, building work of any kind, routine infrastructure and staffing costs, physical 
conservation of original materials, extensive cataloguing or archive management. 

6.   General requirements 

6.1 Applications must be submitted by the Principal Applicant as an individual, but each grant 
will be administered and accounted for by a Host Institution to which the Principal Applicant 
belongs. Applications must therefore be approved by the relevant institution (see Grant 
Agreement), and applicants must ensure BEFORE they submit a preliminary application 
that an appropriate representative of their institution agrees to the Terms and Conditions 
required to administer the grant. 

6.2 Applicants may only submit one application for each round of funding. 

6.3 Though EAP can co-fund projects with other organisations, EAP and its sister programme 
MEAP will not fund overlapping projects in the same funding year as applicants may apply 
to only one of the Arcadia-funded programmes per round. This includes: projects with the 
same Principal Applicant or Co-applicants; projects digitising materials from the same 
collection; and projects from the same institution that would rely on the same project team. 
Applicants with collections including substantial material from before and after the mid-
twentieth century can apply to both EAP and MEAP for projects to work on the same 
collection, but not in the same application year. Applicants may therefore choose to create 
related project plans for their applications to each program. Funding from one program 
must have started before an application to the other program will be considered. Applicants 
with these type of projects should contact the staff of EAP or MEAP to discuss. 

6.4 Institutional administrators who manage funds or training may be part of more than one 
team per year.  

6.5 Applicants must identify an Archival Partner in the country in which the archive is located, 
and secure a signature from a senior representative (see 9.3). If the collection is to be re-
housed with the Archival Partner, the application must include a statement of the 
institution’s commitment to standards of storage, documentation, access and long-term 
preservation. All applications must include a list of all institutions that will receive copies of 
the digitised material. 

6.6 Host Institutions should offer some contribution in-kind as appropriate, such as the 
provision of staff time, training or room hire. 

https://www.library.ucla.edu/partnerships/modern-endangered-archives-program
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6.7 Applicants must demonstrate that the owners and/or custodians of the material have 
agreed to co-operate in the project. Confirmation of this in writing must be submitted with 
the application. If national or state records are to be digitised, the Programme requires 
confirmation that the appropriate governmental department has been consulted and has 
given permission, in writing, for the work to go ahead. 

6.8 Where the amount, condition, status and exact locations of material contained in the 
archive are not known, applications should be made for a Pilot project to survey the 
material in the first instance. 

6.9 The Programme does not provide funds to purchase archival material. Some notional 
recompense payment to owners of the material may be expected in exceptional cases 
where culturally appropriate; this must be fully justified and costed at the application 
stage. 

7.   Rights and permissions 

7.1 Materials digitised with EAP funding must be made available online on a non-
commercial basis. The Programme does not offer grants if further restrictions are 
placed on the use of or access to the material. Applicants must know at the application 
stage what the copyright status is in the country and that they have permission to put 
the materials online. For projects involving digitisation the Access, Permission and 
Copyright form must be submitted with the detailed application. 

7.2 The British Library will provide online access to the digitised material that is in copyright 
under a CC-BY-NC licence. EAP provides images for research publications and asks 
that a copy of the publication be sent to the Archival Partner to facilitate knowledge 
exchange. EAP does not have the rights to supply images for commercial purposes. 
The Project Lead must provide updated contact details once the project has finished to 
help resolve queries about image reproduction rights. 

8.   Monitoring 

8.1 Projects are reviewed regularly through the submission of digital materials and metadata 
followed by the submission of an Interim Report according to the schedule agreed in the 
Grant Agreement. Grants are paid in instalments based on satisfactory reporting. All 
financial reports must be provided in GBP and the exchange rate should be based on the 
date the grant instalment was received. 

9.   Preservation and digitisation 

9.1 Applicants must consider the scope, budget, equipment and practical planning the 
project will require. The Endangered Archives Programme has published a book, 
Remote Capture: Digitising Documentary Heritage in Challenging Locations, which is 
available as a free PDF and it should be consulted prior to applying for a grant. A list of 
approved equipment can be found in the Remote Capture Costed Equipment List. Any 
questions may be discussed with the EAP team using the email address 
endangeredarchives@bl.uk. Potential applicants must also follow the Guidelines on the 
EAP website with regard to cataloguing standards. 

9.2 The Endangered Archives Programme is not designed to support systematic 
conservation work. It is intended to preserve the integrity of archives by removing them 
from a hazardous or neglected environment, relocating them into safer circumstances 

https://www.openbookpublishers.com/product.php/747
https://eap.bl.uk/remote-capture
mailto:endangeredarchives@bl.uk
mailto:endangeredarchives@bl.uk
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where necessary, and digitising them to preserve their contents and make them 
accessible. 

9.3 Applicants must explain precisely how they will digitise and preserve both the original 
material and the digitised copies. The expected costs should be included in the 
application. Applicants must show where the original material and the digital files will be 
stored after the project is completed and demonstrate that the institutions involved are 
willing to host these materials. 

9.4 Project Leads must send samples of the digital files and sample metadata to the EAP 
team at the British Library within three months of the award (and before 100 images 
have been taken or five sound files have been made). Samples must also be submitted 
prior to preparation of each interim progress report. This is to ensure that the files and 
metadata are produced in accordance with British Library practice. 

9.5 No later than three months after the end of the project, Project Leads must send the 
complete set of digital files, with supporting documentation, securely packaged (by 
courier or registered mail) to the EAP office at the British Library. This should be 
preceded by a Submission Form with details of the contents of the drive. 

9.6 The British Library will be responsible for accessioning all digital files and arranging for 
them to be stored safely. Details of all collections received will be posted on the EAP 
website and all digital images and recordings will be made available online. 

10.   Grants timetable 

Before applying 

• Read Remote Capture and the Costed Equipment List. 

• Ensure that every person and institution involved with the project is aware of the 
application. Make sure the Host Institution is ready to process grant documentation as 
soon as the offer is made. 

• Talk to the EAP team and / or attend one of our webinars. 

• Go to the EAP online application portal and create a user profile. 

Annual cycle  

This is the timetable for Round 18. Each grant round follows a similar pattern. 

• September – call for applications announced on EAP website and social media 
channels. Application portal opens Monday 19 Sept 2022 

• October – webinars for applicants 

• November – deadline for preliminary applications Monday 14 November 2022 at 
midday GMT 

• December – feedback to applicants / invitations to submit full application 

• January – applicants assemble all elements of the application including collaborator 
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signatures, referee report, permission forms and supporting images 

• February – deadline for detailed applications Monday 13 February 2023 at midday 
GMT 

• March – all applicants must keep an eye on changes to the local situation ready for 
risk assessment post-offer 

• April – EAP Advisory Panel meets at the end of the month to discuss all detailed 
applications 

• May – feedback to applicants / grant offers go out with request for updated feasibility 
report / risk assessment and any conditions (to be met within one month). 

• June – award letters go out to successful applicants. Host Institution contacts should 
be ready to sign and provide bank details. First batch of payments goes out from BL 

• July – all bank details must be finalised by mid-July. Remaining first payments go out. 
Some projects start 

• August – most of the projects should have started 

11.   Checklist 

This checklist should be referred to when completing the online application form.  
Tick the box on the right when you are confident this has been addressed 
 
Material  
 Pre-1950s  
 Endangered  
 Valuable for research  
 Not in Western Europe or North America  
 No copyright restrictions or privacy concerns  
 Will not need to be removed from the country of origin  
People & Organisations 
 Principal Applicant is an academic, librarian or archivist  
 No other applications to EAP or MEAP in this round   
 Team includes project-management and financial skills  
 Team members have knowledge of the language(s) of the material  
 For Major and Area grants, knowledge of digitisation and cataloguing  
 Some academic input  
 The Host Institution is a recognised non-commercial institution  
 Host Institution can receive payments in GBP  
 Host Institution demonstrates some contribution in kind  
 Archival Partner(s) is/are in the area of the archive to be digitised  
 Archival Partner(s) can ensure long-term preservation of the archive  
 At least one Archival Partner can provide access   
Project Plan & Budget  
 Travel is no more than strictly necessary   
 Plan includes local capacity building  
 Collection owners agree in writing to co-operate in the project   
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About this Guidance 

The British Library reserves the right to make amendments, changes and updates to the 
Guidance for Applicants. This document should be read in conjunction with the current Grant 
Agreement Template. 
 
All enquiries about application procedures or any other aspect of the Endangered Archives 
Programme should be addressed to endangeredarchives@bl.uk. All correspondence must have 
the EAP reference number, once allocated, in the subject field.  
 
The postal address is: 

Endangered Archives Programme 
The British Library 
96 Euston Road  
London NW1 2DB 
United Kingdom 

 
APPENDICES 
 
These are annotated versions of all forms and templates that are currently used on the applicant 
portal. All can be found as separate documents on the Grants pages of the EAP website. 
 
Appendix 1 – Preliminary Application 
Appendix 2 – Detailed application 
Appendix 3 – Permissions form 
Appendix 4 – Referee form 
Appendix 5 – Host Institution, Archival Partner, Co-Applicant forms 
Appendix 6 – Risk assessment form 
Appendix 7 – Grant Agreement template 
 

https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/Grant_Agreement_Template_131020.pdf
https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/Grant_Agreement_Template_131020.pdf
mailto:endangeredarchives@bl.uk
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Application reference no:  
(Allocated by the EAP office after submission) 

 
 

 
ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME 

PRELIMINARY APPLICATION FORM 
2022/23 (Round 18) 

 
 
 
 
EAP Round 18 invites applications for grants to be awarded in April 2023, for start dates between August 2023 and 
February 2024. For successful applicants, first grant instalments will be paid in July or August 2023.  
 
Please read carefully the Guidance for Applicants and Grant Agreement Template before completing and submitting 
an application. All grants are awarded to the standard terms. Please ensure you have familiarised yourself with the 
relevant Digitisation and cataloguing guidelines as these will have implications for the resources you will require. 
 
Applications are evaluated against three broad criteria: 
 

• Content of archive (including endangerment, research value, age and legal & ethical rights) 
 

• Project team and organisations involved (including track record of principal applicant, staffing plan, skills 
and knowledge) 
 

• Project plan (including feasibility, local capacity building, and value for money, as demonstrated in the 
proposed budget). Note that we ask for and updated Risk Assessment at offer stage. 

 
All applications must be made using the online portal https://webportalapp.com/sp/home/eap-grants which will be 
live on 19 September 2022. In the meantime we are providing this Word document for you to fill in first and circulate 
among stakeholders before transferring the answers to the online form. Note that the online form follows this form, 
and you should not plan to provide any additional information and you must adhere to the same word limits. Please 
use 10pt Arial and do not expand any of the boxes, because it will not fit on the online form.  
 
The application must be submitted via the online portal by midday GMT on Monday 14 November 2022. Late or 
incomplete applications will not be considered. Do not supply material other than that specifically requested in the 
application.  
 
The application must be completed in English and any queries should be addressed to: endangeredarchives@bl.uk 
 
The application is in SIX sections: 
 

A. OVERVIEW (Q1-Q7) 
B. ARCHIVAL MATERIAL (Q8-Q10) 
C. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND RISK ASSESSMENT (Q11) 
D. BUDGET (Q12) 
E. PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS (Q13-Q14) 
F. OTHER (Q15-Q18) 
 

 

https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/2019%20Guidance%20for%20applicants%20for%20website.pdf
https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/EAP%20Grant%20Terms%20%26%20Conditions%20template%20July%202019%20for%20website_0.pdf
https://eap.bl.uk/digitisation-and-cataloguing
https://webportalapp.com/sp/home/eap-grants
mailto:endangeredarchives@bl.uk
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Project type:  Pilot  Major  Area Application reference no:  
(allocated by the EAP office 

after submission) 
 

ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME 
PRELIMINARY APPLICATION 

 
A. OVERVIEW 
 
Q1 PRINCIPAL APPLICANT 
One single Principal Applicant takes responsibility for the planning and execution of the project and ownership of the 
research. This is the person with whom the Endangered Archives Programme communicates about the application 
and eventual award. This must match the person named on the profile on the portal. 
 

Q1a Title / salutation 
(Dr, Ms, etc) 

 

Q1b First name 
 

 

Q1c Family Name 
 

 

 
Q1d Contact address 

 
 

Q1e Country 
 

 

  
Q1f Email address 

 
 

 
Q2 PROJECT TITLE (maximum 20 words) 

 

 
Q3 COUNTRY / COUNTRIES WHERE THE PROJECT WILL BE LOCATED 

 

 
Q4 AMOUNT REQUESTED IN GBP (£) 

 
 

Q5 PROPOSED START DATE (Month + year) 
 

 

Q6 LENGTH OF PROJECT IN MONTHS 
 

 

 
Q7 PRINCIPAL APPLICANT EMPLOYMENT 
 

Q7a Title of current post 
 

 

  
Q7b Employing institution 

(cf Host Institution. See Q13)  
 

  
Q7c Name of supervisor 

(for PhD students only) 
 

  
Q7d Is the employer the same 
as the Host Institution (Q13)? 
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B. ARCHIVAL MATERIAL 
 
Q8 MATERIAL 

The answers to this section should be readable by a general audience. Each answer should be no more 
than 175 words. 

 
Q8a What is the material? 
Please give a brief description of the endangered material. Include information on physical format, size and 
age. The majority of the material should date from before the first half of the twentieth century. 
 

 

  
Q8b Endangerment 
Why is the material endangered? Its condition, age, physical location, storage, political context, and so on 
may be relevant. 
 

 

 
Q8c Research value 
Why is the material important for research? Its uniqueness, cultural or historical significance, and so on may 
be relevant. 
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Q9 LEGAL AND ETHICAL RIGHTS 

 
All material digitised under the EAP will be made available online. Applicants must ensure from the outset 
that they have permission from the archive’s owners to make the material available online and they must 
also demonstrate that they have considered the copyright status and data protection implications of this. If 
the project involves copying national or state records, then applications at the detailed stage must include 
confirmation that the appropriate department has given permission for the work to go ahead.  
 
Q9a Please use the box below to outline any issues anticipated with respect to this. 
 

 

 
Q9b Tick once you have assessed the material and are confident that it can go online.      Yes 

 
Q10 ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF DIGITISED MATERIAL 

Please give an indication of how much material you propose to digitise. 
 

Q10a Estimated number of items (books, photographs, etc) to be digitised 
 

 
Q10b Estimated number of digital files (TIFF or WAV files) to be produced 

 

 
Q10c Estimated number of gigabytes of material to be produced 

 

 
 
C. PROJECT PLAN 
 
Q11 PROJECT WORKPLAN 

Applicants must demonstrate that they have considered key requirements of the project and any associated 
risks. Each answer should be no more than 250 words. Q11a should include an indicative timeline. 

 
Q11a Overview 
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 Q11b Capacity building 
 Summarise the plans for creating a team and training local people in digitisation and cataloguing. 
 

 

 
 Q11c Feasibility and risk assessment 
 Use this space to show that you have considered any risks involved in this project (including pandemic-

related risks) and how you intend to minimise these. We ask for an update at award stage. 
 

 

 
 
D. BUDGET 
 
Q12 SUMMARY OF THE BUDGET UNDER FIVE HEADINGS  

Though the costs may alter by the time you submit a detailed application, these costs must be realistic. 
Note that ALL financial reporting to the EAP office must be done in English and in GBP / £ sterling. 

 
 £ sterling 

 
Q12a Fees and salaries 

 
 

Q12b Equipment 
 

 

Q12c Travel & subsistence 
 

 

Q12d Training costs 
 

 

Q12e Other costs 
 

 

Total 
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E. PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS  
 
Q13 HOST INSTITUTION 

The Principal Applicant should be employed by a university or archive. This is the Host Institution. The Host 
Institution will be directly responsible for receiving and managing the funds and submitting budget accounts 
via the Project Lead to the EAP Office on a regular basis. 

 
Q13a Name of Host Institution  

 
 

Q13b Address of Host Institution 
 

 

 
Q13c Tick to confirm that the Host Institution is willing to support this application 
and is able to receive payments in GBP              

 
Q13d   Are you employed by the host institution?  Yes    No  
 
Q13e If NO, please provide a full justification for this institution to administer the award. 

Include name(s) of relevant contacts in the institution.  
 

 
 
 INDEPENDENT RESEARCHER 
 Please discuss your application with the EAP team in advance if you do not have a host institution and plan 

to submit as an Independent Researcher. If no contact has been made the application will be discounted. 
 
 In exceptional circumstances, Principal Applicants not affiliated with a recognised higher education, 

research or archive/library institution can apply as an Independent Researcher. In such cases, they are 
expected to be able to provide evidence of relevant experience and a track record of successful delivery of 
similar projects. At the Final Report stage, we expect the accounts from such projects to be approved by an 
appropriately qualified person before submission to the EAP office.  

 
Q13f     Are you willing to accept the British Library as institutional guarantor 
             and to abide by its procedures and requirements?     Yes  
 
Q13g     Please justify, in under 100 words, your need to be considered as an independent researcher. 
              Summarise the conversation with the EAP 
 

 

 
Q13g Date of conversation with EAP team _______________ with ____________________________ 
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Q14 ARCHIVAL PARTNER(S) 
 Please provide details of the local archives or similar institution you have approached or are intending to 

approach. The archival partner will receive digitised copies and/or original material. If you are planning to 
give the digitised content to more than one institution, please list additional partners below in (2) and (3). 

 
Q14a How many Archival partners will you be including? 

   1           2            3 
 

 Q14b First Archival Partner 
 

Name of Archive 1 
 

 

Name of contact 1 
 

 

Address of Archive 1 
 

 

 
 Has this archival partner already agreed to support the project?  

   Yes    Not yet 
 

Q14c Second Archival Partner 
 

Name of Archive 2 
 

 

Name of contact 2 
 

 

Address of Archive 2 
 

 

 
 Has this archival partner already agreed to support the project?  

   Yes    Not yet 
 

Q14d Third Archival Partner 
 

Name of Archive 3 
 

 

Name of contact 3 
 

 

Address of Archive 3 
 

 

 
 Has this archival partner already agreed to support the project?  

   Yes    Not yet 
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F. OTHER 
 
Q15 PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS 

 
Q15a Have you applied previously to Endangered Archives Programme or other Arcadia-funded 
programmes?  

Yes       No   
 

Q15b If Yes, please provide the EAP reference number(s) 
 

 

   
Q15c Please summarise how this application differs from the original and show that you have 
considered why the earlier application(s) was/were unsuccessful 
 
 

 
Q16 PREVIOUS EAP GRANTS 

 
Q16a Please list any previous Endangered Archives Programme grants you have been engaged in 
and indicate your role. 
 
 

 
 
Q17 HOW DID YOU FIND OUT ABOUT THIS PROGRAMME? 
 

 

 
Q18 OPTIONAL. You may add an image (max size 1MB) that demonstrates the need for your project.  

Please submit image online 
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Application reference no:       
Project type:  Pilot   Major  Area  

 
ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME 

 
DETAILED APPLICATION FORM 

2022/23 (Round 18) 
 

This form is for applicants who submitted a preliminary application in November 2022 
and have subsequently been invited to submit a detailed application 

 
 

All applicants must read and adhere to the Guidance for Applicants, Grant Agreement Template and relevant 
sections of Remote Capture.  

• All applications must be submitted by midday GMT on Monday 13 February 2023. Late or incomplete 
applications will not be considered. 

• It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure that all documentation is provided. 
• Answers provided on this form are the sole means by which the International Advisory Panel will make 

funding decisions. Applications are read by academics who are not experts in your field. Please write using 
language that a non-specialist can understand. 

• Do not send any material other than that requested, as it will not be considered by the Panel. 
• If available, photographic examples of the material should be submitted; ensure captions are clear.  
• You must upload the Access, Permission and Copyright form. 
• Where applicable, a support letter for PhD students should be uploaded. The Host Institution’s annual 

report must be proivded 

This form is in SEVEN compulsory sections: 

• A. OVERVIEW (Q1-Q7)  
• B. ARCHIVAL MATERIAL (Q8-Q12)  
• C. PERMISSIONS AND COPYRIGHT (Q13-Q15)  
• D. PROJECT DESCRIPTION (Q16-Q20)  
• E. BUDGET AND FINANCIAL DETAILS (Q21)  
• F. PRINCIPAL APPLICANT CV (Q22)  
• G. COLLABORATORS (Q23-q24) 
• G DECLARATION 

 
 
A. OVERVIEW  
 
Q1 APPLICANT(S) 
There must be one single Principal Applicant who takes responsibility for the planning and execution of the project 
and ownership of the research. This is the person with whom the EAP will communicate. A maximum of three Co- 
applicants is permitted. Co-applicants help to manage and/or direct the project. Team members who are not 
undertaking a supervisory role should not be listed as co-applicants. Instead, details of their roles should be 
provided in the project description. See note in Q22 about PhD students. In the co-applicant form, you will be asked 
for the contact information of all co-applicants and they will receive the request to fill in their Curriculum Vitae online. 
 

 Q1aTitle / 
Salutation 

Q1b First Name Q1c Family Name 

Principal Applicant    

Co-applicant (1)    

Co-applicant (2)    

Co-applicant (3)    

https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/2019%20Guidance%20for%20applicants%20for%20website%20Sept2019.pdf
https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/EAP%20Grant%20Terms%20%26%20Conditions%20template%20July%202019%20for%20website_1.pdf
https://www.openbookpublishers.com/product/747
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Q2 TITLE OF PROJECT (not more than 20 words) 

 

 
Q3 COUNTRY / COUNTRIES WHERE THE MATERIAL IS LOCATED 

 

 
Q4 HOST INSTITUTION  
The Host Institution should be a university, research institution, archive or similar non-commercial institution to 
which the grant will be awarded. The institution will administer and account for the funds, provide any facilities 
needed to complete the project, and abide by the terms and conditions of the award. NB for all work done outside 
the UK by an overseas provider there should be no UK tax considerations or responsibilities on the British Library. 
We require the Host Institution to provide evidence of its credentials for receiving and administering grants. This 
should be a link to the institution's Annual Report or a recognised form of accreditation as a higher education, 
research, heritage or archival organisation. If no link is available, please submit a PDF. Where it has been 
impossible to identify a Host Institution the Principal Applicant may, at the British Library’s discretion, apply as an 
Independent Researcher directly accountable to the British Library and responsible for their own tax affairs. Please 
contact the EAP office for instructions on how to complete this section in the portal. 
 

Q4a Name of Host Institution 
 

 

Q4b Address of Host institution 
 

 

 
Q5 AMOUNT REQUESTED IN GBP (£) 

 
 

 
Q6a PROPOSED START DATE 

(no earlier than July 2022) 
 

Q6b LENGTH OF PROJECT IN MONTHS 
 

 

 
Q7 SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PROJECT 
This summary will be used on the EAP website; we reserve the right to edit the text where appropriate (100 words 
max) 
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B. ARCHIVAL MATERIAL 
 
Q8 DESCRIPTION OF THE MATERIAL  
If available, photographic examples of the material should be submitted with your application. Each of these 
answers should be max 20 words. 
 

Q8a What is the 
physical format of the 

original material? 
 

 

Q8b What is the time 
period of the material? 

Give earliest and latest 
dates, estimated if 

necessary 
 

 

Q8c What languages 
and scripts is the 

material written in?  
(Languages for audio) 

 

 

Q8d Where is the 
material located? 

What is its physical 
condition? 

 

 

Q8e If the project is a 
survey, how much 

material do you expect 
to find? 

 

 

Q8f What will the 
outcomes of the 

project be? 
Survey, digitisation, 

both? 
 

 

Q8g Where will the 
original material 

be relocated, 
if applicable? 

 

 

Q8h If the project 
involves digitisation, 

which institutions will 
receive copies of the 

digital material? 
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Q9 ENDANGERMENT 
Describe how and why the material is endangered (150 words maximum) 

 

 
Q10 RESEARCH VALUE 

Describe the research value of the material (150 words maximum) 
 

 
Q11 ANTICIPATED AMOUNT OF DIGITAL MATERIAL GENERATED BY THE PROJECT  

Where applicable 
Q11aHow many physical items do you expect to digitise?  

Q11b How many electronic files (images, sound files) do you expect to produce?  

Q11c How many gigabytes of material do you expect to produce? 
If digitising flat objects, an A4 page at 300ppi = c.30MB 

 

 
Q12 OTHER FUNDING APPLICATIONS 
If you have submitted any applications, current or recent, to any funding body to digitise the same material or for a 
similar project, please provide brief details below. Whilst the EAP will not provide duplicate funding, it may provide 
complementary support. If applying for complementary funding, you should outline the nature of the funding and the 
extent to which successful completion of the project depends on both funding sources. 
 

Funding body Title of project Duration of 
project 

Amount 
sought/awarded 

Date of 
decision & 
outcome 
(if known) 

How would this 
funding complement 

an EAP grant? 
(max 20 words) 
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C. PERMISSIONS AND COPYRIGHT 
 
Q13 PERMISSIONS 
We require signed Permission and Copyright forms with all detailed applications, to indicate that the archive owner 
has agreed to allow access to the material. If the material is in copyright the archive owner or rights holder must 
sign the longer version of the form (Parts A and B) but where the original material is out of copyright and in the 
public domain, we still require permission to use and distribute the material for non-commercial purposes (Part A 
only). The form can be downloaded from here; https://eap.bl.uk/applicants as a Word document or a PDF: 
https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/EAP_Access_Permission_Copyright_form.pdf and uploaded by the applicant 
when completed by the archive owner(s). 
 
If the project involves national or state records, your application must include confirmation that the appropriate 
governmental department has been consulted and has given permission for the work to go ahead. If you intend to 
remove any official records from the country of origin, even temporarily, you must have explicit written approval for 
this from the appropriate senior official. 
 

Q13a Have you submitted Permission and Copyright forms with this application?  YES    NO     

   

Q13b If yes, please list signatories. If no, please explain why you have not submitted the forms. 
 

 
Q14 COPYRIGHT 
It is the applicant’s responsibility to determine the copyright status of the material in the country in which it resides. 
If copyright exists in the original materials, applicants must seek permission from the creators and owners for 
materials to be published under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0 Licence (CC_BY_NC). 
Material published under this licence can be used for research and non-commercial purposes only. Details can be 
found at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/. 
 
In addition, metadata submitted to EAP as part of a project’s results will be released under a CC0, Public Domain 
Dedication, which will be free from any copyright restrictions. Further information can be found here: 
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/ 
 

Q14a Is the material in copyright? YES    NO     

  
 

 
Q15 DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY, CULTURAL AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Q15a Do you anticipate any data protection or privacy issues? YES    NO     

If yes, please describe what these refer to and how you intend to deal with this. 
 

 
  

https://eap.bl.uk/applicants
https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/EAP_Access_Permission_Copyright_form.pdf
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
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Q15b Do you anticipate any cultural and/or ethical issues related to making the 
material available online 

YES    NO     

If yes, please give details, and describe how you intend to address these. 
 

 
Q15c Please use this box to expand on any further access and re-use issues you wish to raise 

 

 
Please upload your Permission and Copyright form 
 
 
D. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
Q16 OVERVIEW 
Summarise how you intend to achieve the objectives of your proposed project (300 words maximum). 

 

 
Q17 WORKPLAN 
Please provide a work plan to show the progress of the work that is planned during the project. This should be a list 
of activities by month or quarter showing the timescales associated with the different activities. NB. The table below 
is only a suggestion. In the portal you will have the choice to upload a short document OR to fill in a free-text field. 

 Qtr 1 (or state 
period covered 

Qtr 2 (or state 
period covered) 

etc  

Recruit team     

Purchase 
equipment 

    

Training      

Digitisation     

Metadata creation     

Writing reports     

etc     
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Q18 METHOD AND RATIONALE 
If the project includes digitisation, describe the method to be used and rationale for your choices. Use this section to 
demonstrate that you have understood and applied the technical guidance provided by the EAP, including in 
Remote Capture. 

 

 
Q19 METADATA 
Describe how the preparation of the metadata will be incorporated into the workflow and provide details of how you 
will ensure that the metadata meets EAP standards. 

 

 
Q20 DISSEMINATION, KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER AND CAPACITY BUILDING 
Provide details of plans for dissemination etc. For Pilot projects indicate how this might develop into a Major project. 

 

 
 
E. BUDGET AND FINANCIAL DETAILS 
 
Q21 BUDGET 
Refer to section 5 of the Guidance for Applicants for more information on how to build the budget. Bear in mind 
when costing the project that the final payment is made only after the outcomes from the project have been 
submitted and signed off by the Advisory Panel.  
 
Payment profiles are as follows: 
• For grants of 13-24 months: 40% in month 0 (before project start date), 25% in month 6, 25% in month 12, 10% 

three months after project ends 
• For grants of 7-12 months: 65% in month 0, 25% in month 6, 10% three months after project ends 
• For shorter grants: 80% in month 0, 20% three months after project ends 
 
All costs must be given in GBP and only eligible costs will be accepted. The EAP office will remove any ineligible 
costs from the application. Note that grants are fixed at the time of award. 
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21a Currency and exchange rate used 
 
 
Q21b Summary of budget 
The figures you present here must agree with the detailed breakdown of costs you provide in Q21c to Q21g.  
 

 TOTAL 
(£) 

Fees and salaries (Q21c)  

Equipment (Q21d  

Travel & subsistence (Q21e)  

Training costs (Q21f)  

Other costs (Q21g)  

GRAND TOTAL 
(this figure should match the answer to Q5) 

 

 
Q21c Itemised fees and salaries with details of the duties each member of the team will be carrying out. 
Please provide name if known and state whether the amount is for project management, research assistant, 
technical staff, other. Provide an estimate of the time they will be working on the project. 

 

 
Q21d Itemised equipment and consumables. Please provide a full justification for each item of equipment 
listed and include all relevant import/export/shipping costs. Refer to Remote Capture and appendices for 
current list of appropriate equipment and consumables. 

 

 
Q21e Itemised travel and subsistence. Please provide a line-by-line justification for each of your travel 
and subsistence costs listed below. Bear in mind that the Programme encourages as much local 
participation as possible. 

£1.00 =  
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Q21f Itemised training costs. Please provide details of all training costs: who will deliver the training, to 
whom, and how long it is expected to last. Justify the request line by line.  

 

 
Q21g Other costs. Itemised expenditure. Include the cost of sending the digital copies to the British Library 
by courier. Justify each item requested. 
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F. PEOPLE 
 
Q22 CURRICULUM VITAE OF PRINCIPAL APPLICANT 
Any co-applicant must be nominated in the Co-Applicant form and they must submit their CV before the Principal 
Applicant can submit. PhD students must provide a letter of support from their supervisor. NB The co-applicant form 
is identical to this section of the detailed application form.  
 

Q22a Title of current post  

Q22b Date of appointment 
(mmm/yyyy) 

 

 
Q22c Employer  

 
Q22d  Previous posts held (most recent first) 
 

 
Q22e  Education/training: Date of award, Degree, Subject, University/Institution 
 

 
Upload letter of support for PhD students 
 
Q22f  Summary of career to date, including key research outputs, grants awarded (300 words maximum) 
 

 
Q22g  Publications: list up to five principal publications relevant to this project in chronological order with 
the most recent first 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

 
Q22h  Research grants awarded. Please include awarding body, title of project, start and end dates, 
amount of award, and proportion of time spent on the project (for current projects) 

 

 
Host Institution, Archival partner(s) and any Co-applicants must fill in a separate form (see Appendix 5) 
 
 
G. COLLABORATORS 
 
Q23 REFEREES 
Q23a How many referees have you nominated?  
 
Q23b Name(s) of referee(s) 

 
 

 
 
Q24 ARCHIVAL PARTNERS 
Q24a How many Archival Partners do you have? 
 
Q24b Name(s) of Archival Partner(s) 

 
 

 
 
H. DECLARATION 
 
I confirm that: 

• I have read the Guidance for Applicants, the Digitisation and Cataloguing Guidelines and the Grant 
Agreement Template and, if a grant is made, I agree to abide by these. 

• To the best of my knowledge, the information provided in this application is accurate and complete. 
• I have requested a review of the proposal from the nominated referee to be returned no later than the deadline 

for the submission of applications. 
 

Name:  
 
 

 
 
UPLOADS AND OPTIONAL IMAGES 
 
Applicants may submit with the application a maximum of three images, maximum size of 1MB each, that 
demonstrate the need for the project. Please give clear captions. 

` 

 



Reference no: (provided by the applicant)  

EAP Access, Permission and Copyright form – September 2022 – Page 1 
Please return the completed form to the applicant 

 

 
THE BRITISH LIBRARY 

ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME 
 

ACCESS, PERMISSION AND COPYRIGHT FORM 
 

 
The Endangered Archives Programme (EAP) funds projects to survey and digitise archives at risk. 
We operate with the following principles: 

• The original archive should remain in its country of origin,  
• Digital files created by EAP projects are placed in a suitable institution in the country of origin. 

Secondary copies of the digital material are archived by the British Library.  
• Lower-resolution images and sound recordings will be made available free of charge on the 

British Library website for research, inspiration and enjoyment. 
• Neither EAP nor the British Library will use the digital material created by EAP projects for 

commercial gain. Requests to use images or recordings for commercial purposes will be 
referred back to the owners or archival partners for permission. 

The person responsible for the archivei is asked to allow the Principal Applicant access and to give 
permission for any digital materials to be made available on the British Library website (see Part A). If 
the materials are subject to copyright, a copyright agreement must also be signed (see Part B). 

PART A – ACCESS AND PERMISSION 

The Endangered Archive Programme recognises the rights and interests in intangible cultural 
heritage, including traditional knowledge and other creative expressions embodied in the archive 
materials. Therefore, before the digital material is made available on the British Library website we 
ask for the permission of those who own or are responsible for the archive. 

☐ I agree to allow the Principal Applicant __________________ to have access to the archive. 

☐ I give permission for copies of digital materials produced by the project (reference number 
above) to be made available on the website of the Endangered Archives Programme. 
 
Signed  ...........................................................................................  Date  ................................................  
 
Name [please print]  ..................................................................................................................................  
 
Institution if applicable [please print]  ........................................................................................................  
 
Email & Postal Address….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
PART B – COPYRIGHT 
 
Does copyright apply to the original materials in the country in which they reside? 
If the original material is in copyright in the country in which it resides, the EAP requires project holder 
to ask the owner of the archive (the Licensor) to grant us permission (a Licence) to digitise the 
material and make the digital files available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 
(CC BY-NC) licence. Under this licence, the owner of the original material retains the copyright in the 
digital material, while granting the British Library permission to make it available for non-commercial 
purposes. This licence also ensures that the owner of the original material is acknowledged as the 
copyright owner.  
 
Further information can be found here:  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/ 

Is any of the digitised material subject to copyright?  YES ☐  NO ☐ 

If YES, please complete and sign page 2 of this form 
 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/


Reference no: (provided by the applicant)  

EAP Access, Permission and Copyright form – September 2022 – Page 2 
Please return the completed form to the applicant 

 

 
For and on behalf of the owner of the Copyright Works: 
 
This is to warrant that the Licensor (Institution / Individual) is the owner (or authorised representative 
of the owner) of all the necessary rights in the material listed in Schedule A (the Copyright Works) to 
be licensed, and the Licensor is fully entitled to grant the British Library permission to use the 
Copyright Works as set out below. The Licensor further warrants that the Library’s use of the 
Copyright Work(s) in this way, shall in no way infringe the rights of any other party. 
 
The Licensor grants the British Library a non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide licence for the full 
duration of the copyright term to use and reproduce the Works under the terms of a Creative 
Commons CC BY-NC licence This Agreement (Licence) will be governed by and construed in 
accordance with English law and the jurisdiction of the English Courts.  
 
 
Signed  ...........................................................................................  Date  ................................................  
 
Name [please print]  ..................................................................................................................................  
 
Institution if applicable [please print]  ........................................................................................................  
 
Email & Postal Address….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
Unless you specify otherwise, the Library will credit the Work in the following manner:  
 
“Title/description of the Work © Institution name, date of creation. This work has been made available 
under a CC BY-NC license. Please credit the copyright holder when reusing this work.” 
 

I agree to the Work being credited in the standard way, as above                YES    ☐    NO     ☐ 
 
If NO, I would like the Work to be credited as follows: 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
 

 

SCHEDULE A - Material covered under the Licence (the Copyright Works) 

 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 ..................................... ….………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

i i Personal Data Where the British Library uses your personal data to process this form we will do so only in accordance with 
UK Data Protection Legislation for the purposes of administering the funding request and handling the archives. For the 
purposes of personal data contained within the Archives directly, the Library processes this data as part of its public task to 
preserve, archive and make available cultural heritage content. This is in line with our Transparency Notice that can be found 
online at https://www.bl.uk/about-us/privacy-policy/transparency-notice-collection-materials  

                                                           

https://www.bl.uk/about-us/privacy-policy/transparency-notice-collection-materials
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       Application reference no: 
 

 
ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME 

REFEREE REPORT FORM 
 

 
 
Thank you for agreeing to provide a reference for an application to the Endangered Archives 
Programme. 
 
As a referee, you are invited to provide comments on the application with respect to the following areas: the 
archival material; the project proposal and the project team. These are the three main assessment criteria for all 
EAP grants, as set out in the Guidance for Applicants. Further information on the Endangered Archives 
Programme may be found on the website http://eap.bl.uk/ 
 
 
 
All referees’ reports must be submitted by midday GMT on Monday 13 February 2023 
 
 
1 APPLICATION DETAILS 
 

Name of applicant 
 

 

  
Title of project 

 
 

 
2 REFEREE DETAILS 
 

Family name 
 

 

  
First name 

 
 

  
Title (Dr/Mr/Mrs etc)  

 
  

Position held 
 

 

  
Name and address of 
employing institution 

 
 

 

  
Email address 

 
 

 
 

 

      

https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/2018%20Guidance%20for%20applicants%20final_0.pdf
https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/2018%20Guidance%20for%20applicants%20final_0.pdf
http://eap.bl.uk/
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3 REFEREE COMMENTS 
Please comment, to the best of your knowledge, on the following aspects of the proposal: 
 
A. Archival Material 
 
The endangerment of the material and the urgency to safeguard it, the likelihood that the team will be 
able to access and digitise the material, and the research value of the material. Incldue any comments 
on ethics of provenance. 

 

 
B. Project Plan 

  
The feasibility of the plan in terms of time-scales, budget and resources requested. Also, please 
comment on the applicant’s assessment of any relevant local political and environmental conditions. 

 

 
C. Project Team 

  
The experience and skills of the applicant(s) (as reflected in their CVs), particularly their track record of 
delivery of similar projects, and on the overall quality of the proposal. 

 

 
4 PLEASE PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS IN THE BOX BELOW 

 

 



 

Application reference no:       
 

 
ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME 

 
HOST INSTITUTION, ARCHIVAL PARTNER FORMS 

CO-APPLICANT CV 
2022/23 (Round 18) 

 
 
 
A. HOST INSTITUTION DECLARATION 
 
Q1a Name of Host 
Institution 
 

 

  
Q1b Address of Host 
Institution 

 

  
Q1c Name of 
individual 
authorising this 
partnership 

 

  
Q1d Position held in 
institution 

 

  
Q1e Email  
  
Q1f Date  

 
 Q2c Link to annual 

report and accounts: 
 

OR   

 PDF Copy of Annual Report (where no link is available) 

 

 
Q3) I For and on behalf of the Host Institution confirm that: 
 

 3a The necessary facilities will be made available to conduct this research and 
administer the award. 

 3b I have read the Guidance for Applicants and the Grant Agreement Template and, if 
a grant is made, I agree to abide by these. 

 3c I undertake to ensure the Grant Agreement is signed unchanged and in a timely 
fashion if an award is made. 

 
  In case of technical difficulties, I agree to have this uploaded manually by the EAP Team.  

https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/2021-09/Guidance%20for%20Applicants%20September%202021.pdf
https://eap.bl.uk/sites/default/files/Grant_Agreement_Template_131020.pdf


 

 
B. ARCHIVAL PARTNER DECLARATION 

 
Q1a) Name of archive 
 

 

  
Q1b) Address of 
archive 

 

  
Q1c) Name of 
individual 
authorising this 
partnership 

 

  
Q1d) Position held in 
institution 

 

  
Q1e) Email  

  
Q1f) Date  
  

 
Q2 Please describe the policies and procedures of your institution regarding access to the 

material. This applies to digital copies and, where applicable, the original. 

 

 

Q3 If applicable, how will you ensure long-term preservation of the original material? 

 

 

Q4 Describe the steps you will take to ensure long-term preservation of the digital copies 

 

  



 

C. CURRICULUM VITAE OF CO-APPLICANT(S) 
 
This form must be completed by each co-applicant. 
 
Family name 
 

 First name  

    
Title / 
salutation 
 

 Email 
address 

 

 
Title of current post  
Date of appointment 
(mmm/yyyy) 

 

 
Who is your 
employer? 

 

 
Previous posts held (Dates – Position – Institution list the most recent first) 

 

 
Education/training 
Date of Award – Degree – Subject – University/Institution  

 

 
Summary of career to date, including key research outputs, grants awarded  
(300 words maximum) 
 

 
Publications 
List up to five principal publications relevant to this project in chronological order with the most recent 
first. 
 

 
Research grants awarded 
Awarding Body – Title of Project – Start and End Dates – Amount of Award – Proportion of time spent 
of the project (for current projects) 

 

 



 

Round 18 – Risk Assessment May 2023 

EAP reference no:  
 

 
ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME 

 
ROUND 18 RISK ASSESSMENT 

May 2023 
 

 
All offers of EAP awards are conditional on a satisfactory risk assessment from the Principal Applicant. There may 
be other conditions in the offer letter, and these must also be resolved before a final offer can be made. This 
document must be completed by all applicants who have received an offer within two weeks of receiving the offer 
letter . 
 
You may use this facsimile to prepare the revisions to the proposal form (if needed) as well as the answers to the 
risk assessment. All responses should be submitted via the portal. Any correspondence with the office must have 
your EAP reference in the subject field of the email.  
 
The form is in two parts: 

• Part 1 is a risk assessment and must be completed by all applicants. Please answer the questions as we 
have asked them. A generic risk assessment is not acceptable. We need to see that you have considered 
what might hold up your project and what you can do to make it run as you set out in your proposal. 

• Part 2 must be completed by all who had other conditions to meet. We are asking you to reproduce the 
conditions as you understand them, and give details of the solutions you propose. 

Please re-read your application and check any updates you provided in October 2023. Please ensure that all 
information is accurate to the best of your knowledge, and any that uncertainties are set out with realistic solutions. 
 

Family name of 
principal applicant 

 

Revised amount 
requested (£) 
 

 Duration 
(months) 
 

 Intended start 
date 

 
 

 
PART 1: RISK ASSESSMENT 
 
Please use the following boxes to identify all risks that you anticipate, and describe measures you will put into place 
to minimise or eliminate the disruption to the project.  
 

Risks relating to: What are the risks and how do you plan to minimise or eliminate these risks? 

Travel – international   

Travel – domestic   

Purchase of equipment  

Recruitment of 
personnel and training 

 

Access to archives  

Other safety protocols 
including public health 

 

Potential additional 
costs 

 

Other risks  

 

 



 

Round 18 – Risk Assessment May 2023 

 
PART 2: CONDITIONS 
 
If you have been given any other conditions please write them out in the left hand box and provide details of how 
you have addressed these conditions in the right hand box. 
 

Condition from May 2023 letter How this has been addressed?  

1.   

2.   

3.   

 
Use this box to provide any further information you would like to communicate to the Panel. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
If you find that you cannot provide the required information and solutions by the deadline given you will be able to 
reapply in the next round, due to be announced in September 2023 for a July 2024 project start (earliest start date). 
 
All Grant Agreements for Round 18 must be finalised by the end of July 2023.  
 
Please get in touch as soon as possible if you have any questions about this process: ruth.hansford@bl.uk 
sam.vanschaik@bl.uk . 

mailto:ruth.hansford@bl.uk
mailto:sam.vanschaik@bl.uk
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[To be printed on BL headed paper] 
 

[●Addressee] 

[●date] 

 

Dear [●name] 
 

British Library Endangered Archives Programme: [■Pilot] Project Award 
Reference no.: [●number] [●title] 

 
The British Library Board (unless the context otherwise requires, we, us) is pleased to confirm 
that [●name of research project host institution OR individual] (you) [has][have] been selected 
to receive a grant as part of the Endangered Archives Programme (the Programme). The 
Programme is supported by the Arcadia Fund (Arcadia). 

 

The grant funds of up to £[●amount in numbers] ([●amount in words] pounds sterling, the 
Grant) are to be applied in delivering the project entitled [●title], full details of which are set 
out in your submission for the Programme dated [●date], a copy of which is appended at 
Schedule 1 (the Project). 

 
The terms and conditions set out in this document, including its schedules, govern your use of 
the Grant for the delivery of the Project and constitute a legally binding contract between us (the 
Grant Agreement) which you agree to by accepting the Grant. This Grant Agreement 
supersedes and replaces any prior written or oral agreements, representations or 
understandings between us relating to the Project. 

 
1. General 

 
1.1 This Grant Agreement should be read together with our Guidance for Applicants. The 

guidance is for information only, and does not form part of the contract between us. 
 

1.2 You are responsible for all financial conduct and administration of the Grant and the 
Project and will provide facilities for the Project and meet any other expenses you 
incur which do not form part of our contribution to the Project. 

 
2. Purpose of the Grant 

 
2.1 You will use the Grant only for the delivery of the Project in accordance with this Grant 

Agreement. 
 

2.2 You must deliver the Project: 
 

2.2.1 with due care and diligence, in a professional and ethical manner, to 
reasonable standards of research integrity, methodology and quality and 
acting at all times in good faith; 

 
2.2.2 in compliance with the terms of this Grant Agreement and any agreed 

milestones, timescales or deadlines; and 
 

2.2.3 in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 
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3. The Grant 
 

3.1 The total amount of the Grant is set out in the budget and payment schedule at 
Schedule 2 (the Budget). This amount is fixed for the duration of the Project. 

 
3.2 Where you intend to accept additional funding from a third party for the Project, you 

must notify us in advance of your intention to do so and, where such funding is 
obtained, you must provide us with details of the amount and purpose of that funding. 
You agree and accept that you will not apply for duplicate funding in respect of any 
part of the Project or any related costs that we are funding in full. 

 
4. Timings 

 
4.1 You must: 

 
4.1.1 make every effort to start the Project on or around the date stated in 

Schedule 1 (the Start Date); 
 

4.1.2 inform us as soon as possible if you are unable to do so for reasons outside 
your control so that we can agree a new Start Date with you; and 

 
4.1.3 provide us with written confirmation of the actual Start Date within one 

calendar month. 
 

4.2 You must: 
 

4.2.1 make every effort to conclude the Project by the date stated in Schedule 1 
(the End Date); and 

 
4.2.2 inform us as early as possible of any likely delays to delivery of the Project, 

in which circumstances we may agree a new End Date with you. 
 

4.3 The Grant must be expended between the Start Date and the End Date. Any costs 
incurred outside this time period may not be met from the Grant. 

 
5. Payment of the Grant 

 
5.1 The Grant will be paid to you in accordance with the payment schedule set out at 

Schedule 2. The first payment is made in advance; subsequent payments are subject 
to receipt and approval of reports, images and metadata in accordance with Clause 
12. 

 
5.2 We will keep back a percentage of the Grant as detailed in Schedule 2 until we have 

approved your final report, statement of expenditure, and project outcomes at the end 
of the Project. 

 
5.3 We will make all payments in pounds sterling by electronic bank transfer to the 

account identified in Schedule 3. If you need to change the account to which the Grant 
is paid, you must notify us of this in a Change Request (see Clause 12) providing full 
details of the new account. 

 
5.4 While we will endeavour to pay the Grant in accordance with Schedule 2, the Grant 

or any part of it will only be paid to the extent that we have available funds. We will 
not be liable for any losses or costs (including but not limited to bank charges) if for 
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any reason we do not make a payment or payments of any portion of the Grant on 
the date(s) agreed with you (or if we do not make a payment at all). 

 
5.5 The Grant represents the maximum amount of funds that may be provided to you and 

is inclusive of any value added or other tax. We do not normally consider requests for 
an increase in the Grant, including in the event of: 

 
5.5.1 any value added or other tax being payable by us or you as a result of the 

Grant, which taxes shall be met in full by you; 
 

5.5.2 any overspend in your delivery of the Project; or 
 

5.5.3 exchange-rate fluctuations which reduce the value of the Grant. 
 

5.6 If any of the circumstances in Clause 5.5 arise such that the delivery of the Project is 
likely to be affected, you must report this to us in writing in line with Clauses 6.1 and 
12.2.3. 

 
5.7 Should any part of the Grant remain unspent upon completion of the Project for any 

reason, you undertake to return the unspent monies to us as soon as possible and in 
any event within three months of the End Date. In addition, we reserve the right to 
deduct any underspend which is recorded in any Report, or any part of the Grant 
which is not recorded as having been spent on the Project, from any outstanding 
payment of the Grant. 

 
6. Changes to the Project 

 
6.1 We understand that you may encounter circumstances that require you significantly 

to modify elements of the Project. You must report such circumstances in writing in 
line with Clause 12.2.3. Any significant changes require our prior written approval. 
Where changes are made without our prior written agreement, we will withhold or 
reclaim any funds that have not been used for the approved purpose. 

 
6.2 You must obtain our prior written approval (using a Change Request form) no later 

than three months before the End Date if you wish to transfer the Grant to another 
institution. We will only permit transfers to a different host institution with the prior 
written agreement of the Project Lead identified in Schedule 1. We may impose 
additional conditions as part of the approval process, including specifying the 
timescale within which any transfer must take place. 

 
6.3 You must obtain our prior written approval, using a Change Request form as soon as 

possible but in any event no later than three months before the End Date if you wish 
to extend the time period for delivery of the Project. Such extensions, without 
additional funding, are only granted  in exceptional circumstances. 

 
7. Accounting for the Grant 

 
7.1 The Grant must be held in a separate bank and / or as a separate cost centre so that 

at all times the use made of the Grant and compliance with this Grant Agreement can 
be monitored. The Grant shall be shown in your accounts as a restricted fund and 
shall not be included under general funds. 

 
7.2 You will keep separate, accurate and up-to-date accounts and records of the receipt 

and expenditure of the Grant monies received from us. 
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7.3 We encourage you to hold the Grant in an interest-bearing account whenever 
feasible. Any interest earned on the Grant must be reported to us and either applied 
to the Project or returned to us. 

 
7.4 Any part of the Grant that has been paid over to you but which has not yet been 

applied for the purposes of the Project shall be held, pending its application, for the 
purposes of the Project and subject thereto in trust for us absolutely. 

 
8. Budget variations 

 
8.1 The Project is to be managed and accounted for in accordance with the approved 

budget set out at Schedule 2 (the Budget). 
 

8.2 You may transfer up to £1,000 between most of the grant budget headings without 
our prior approval. 

 
8.3 The following transfers must be approved by us in writing by filing a Change Request 

form before you make the transfer: 
 

8.3.1 transfers of more than £1,000 per budget heading; and/or 
 

8.3.2 transfers into or out of salary budget headings, which will be permitted only 
in exceptional circumstances. 

 
8.4 Details of all transfers, the reasons for the change and the overall impact on the 

Project must be included in your Reports. 
 

9. Project team appointments 
 

9.1 You will inform us of any changes to the members of the project team identified in 
Schedule 1, including salary details where relevant, in the relevant Report in 
accordance with Clause 12. Any appointments which you make are made at your 
own risk and no person engaged or employed by you shall be an employee or 
contractor of us nor enjoy any contractual relationship with us by virtue of this Grant 
Agreement. 

 
10. Equipment 

 
10.1 You may use the Grant to purchase the equipment listed in Schedule 1 only. Where 

possible you must ensure that the procurement of any such equipment: 
 

10.1.1 meets best practice, is untied and free of self-interest, uses transparent 
processes, fair and open competition, and good contract management, 
including prevention of malpractice; 

 
10.1.2 is sourced from suppliers who clearly offer value for money, and follow fair 

and acceptable work place practices; and 
 

10.1.3 complies with applicable financial policies and procedures. 
 

10.2 If you wish to buy other equipment, you may only do so by transferring funds between 
budgets in compliance with Clause 8 or through the Change Request process. 

 
10.3 You must not allow project equipment paid for with award funding to be used for any 

non-Project activity or by anyone not working on the Project, until after the Project 
ends. 
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10.4 Project equipment paid for out of the Grant will belong to you from the date of 
purchase. 

 
10.5 You must transfer ownership of all Project Equipment purchased with the Grant to 

the Local Archive Partner identified in Schedule 1 at the end of the Project 
 

10.6 You must notify us of all transfers of ownership in your final Project Report. 
 

10.7 You may not buy equipment for the Project (other than that which has already been 
budgeted for) in the final six months of the Project without our prior written approval 
following a Change Request. 

 
10.8 If you wish to transfer ownership of Project equipment during the lifetime of the 

Project, you must apply to us for our prior written approval by filing a Change Request. 
 

11. Record keeping and inspection 
 

11.1 You must keep full, accurate, and clear records of receipts, invoices and expenditures 
under the Grant, as well as copies of reports submitted to us in accordance with this 
Grant Agreement, should be kept for at least six (6) calendar years following 
completion of the Project. 

 
11.2 You will make these records available to us or our duly appointed agents on 

reasonable notice (which may be immediate if we have significant concerns about 
the management of the Project or spend) and at your expense. 

 
11.3 If you are an institution: 

 
11.3.1 your audited or independently examined annual accounts must be made 

available to us as soon as they have been approved and in any event within 
ten months of the end of the relevant financial year. If you are not audited 
or examined as a matter of course, you must have the Project accounts 
examined by a recognised auditor or independent examiner at our request; 

 
11.3.2 you must make your other financial books and records available to us for 

inspection at reasonable times and (at your cost) you must provide 
reasonable co-operation and assistance with any audit, inspection or 
investigation conducted by or on behalf of us; 

 
11.3.3 and you cease to exist within the six (6) year period specified at Clause 

11.1, you will notify us and we will have the right to request a copy of any 
books and records relevant to the Grant. 

 
12. Reporting 

 
12.1 You will closely monitor the delivery and success of the Project to ensure that the 

aims and objectives of the Project are being met in accordance with the terms of this 
Grant Agreement. 

 
12.2 You must submit the following reports (Reports) where and when we so request: 

 
12.2.1 Interim Reports: a concise progress report, together with a statement of 

actual expenditure against proposed expenditure and an update on 
progress on digitisation and metadata creation must be submitted in 
accordance with Schedule 2. All financial reporting on the Grant must be 
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in GBP. All financial variations from the budget should be explained clearly 
and the overall impact on the Project considered. We may request an 
Interim Report at any time during the Project. 

 
12.2.2 Change Request: If you wish or are required under this Grant Agreement 

to seek our prior written consent to make a change to the Project, you must 
do this by filing a Change Request. You must report in writing as soon as 
the need is identified any significant Project changes which occur and 
which are not covered by the last submitted Interim Report. Such written 
report must also be filed in the event that you receive notice of any legal 
claim, intention to take legal action or any other matter which may 
significantly impact the Project. 

 
12.2.3 Final Report: You must submit this no later than three months after the End 

Date. 
 

12.3 Statements of income and expenditure should be prepared from books and records 
maintained on a cash basis (i.e. recording when funds are actually received or 
expended). 

 
12.4 Save written reports anticipated by 12.2.3, all reports should use the then current 

Report form available on the Programme webpages at http://eap.bl.uk. 
 

13. Funding acknowledgement 
 

13.1 You must acknowledge both Arcadia and British Library funding in all publications, 
conference presentations and public statements using the acknowledgment 
statement which we will communicate to you in writing. 

 
13.2 You must provide us with the full citation (and where possible a copy of the work) of 

any publication that includes the funding acknowledgment referred to in Clause 13.1. 
 

13.3 Other than under Clause 13.1, you must not state or imply that the British Library or 
Arcadia funds or endorses your activities. 

 
13.4 You must immediately withdraw any public statement, press release or other 

statement which refers to us or Arcadia if we ask you to. 
 

14. Online, social media and other publicity approval 
 

14.1 All press releases must be approved in advance by us. 
 

14.2 You consent to us publicly sharing information about the Project by any means. We 
may publish edited extracts and publicity images from your project proposal or other 
project outputs in our Endangered Archives Programme webpages and use them to 
promote the Programme in general. 

 
14.3 If you accept additional funding from a third party for the Project, you will not grant 

any rights in relation to acknowledgement or publicity to such third party without first 
consulting with us and obtaining our prior written consent to the form and content of 
such acknowledgement or publicity, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or denied. 

http://eap.bl.uk/
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15. Submitting content and metadata 
 

15.1 You must submit sample images and metadata as set out in Schedule 2. .Grant 
payments subsequent to the first instalment are dependent on digital content and 
metadata being signed off by us. 

 
15.2 You must follow our digitisation and cataloguing guidelines and templates to ensure 

material is being copied and listed to the required standards. 
 

15.3 You must deposit all Project outcomes and components with us and the Archival 
Partner(s). 

 
16. Intellectual property rights 

 
16.1 You must seek permission for in-copyright materials to be published under a Creative 

Commons-Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0 Licence (CC-BY-NC). 
 

16.2 Except where we agree otherwise, papers and books produced and/or published with 
funding from the Grant must be made available for free, (i) via the internet, (ii) via 
local institutional repositories such as the Local Archival Partner or Host Institution or 
(iii) with us. 

 
16.3 You agree to us preserving all digital materials resulting from the Project and to 

making and keeping them permanently available on the internet. 
 

16.4 If it is culturally appropriate to restrict or withhold online public access completely, 
you must notify us of your reasons, and seek our written approval for alternative 
licence terms or a decision not to publicise materials or images at all. 

 
16.5 You shall clear all third party intellectual property rights and related rights (e.g. 

copyright laws, database rights, performance rights) with copyright or cultural 
property owners both individual and collective before publication. It is your 
responsibility to ensure as far as is reasonably possible that your use of materials for 
the project does not infringe any third party rights or break any local or national laws. 
Copies of use permissions granted by third party rights holders must be scanned and 
sent to us before publication and a summary of all third party rights must be included 
in your Final Report. 

 
16.6 It is your responsibility to provide us with up-to-date contact details even after the 

Project has ended. If you fail to do this, we will be unable to contact you and may in 
our sole discretion distribute images created as part of the Project for purposes that 
we deem appropriate. 

 
17. Commercial exploitation 

 
You must obtain our prior written consent before undertaking or entering into any 
agreement with a third party in respect of the development, exploitation or 
commercialisation of intellectual property which has been wholly or partially funded 
by the Grant (Project IP). As a condition of our consent we may require you to enter 
into a revenue and equity sharing agreement in respect of the proposed use of Project 
IP. 
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18. Contacts and notices 
 

18.1 Any notice you give to us in connection with this Grant Agreement must be emailed 
to the Grants Manager at: endangeredarchives@bl.uk. 

 
18.2 We will email any notice we give to you in connection with these conditions to the 

email address set out in Schedule 1 (or any other address for formal service of notices 
which you inform us of). 

 
18.3 We may each treat any notice which we serve in this way as being given on the date 

on which the email was sent. 
 

19. Suspension and termination 
 

19.1 We reserve the right, in our sole discretion, to discontinue funding if we are not 
satisfied with the progress of the Project or the content of any Report provided to us 
in accordance with this Grant Agreement. 

 
19.2 We will be entitled to suspend or terminate the Project and require immediate 

repayment of all or part of the Grant if: 
 

19.2.1 in our reasonable opinion there is a serious failure on your part to 
administer and deliver the Project and you do not address, or are unable 
to address, that failure to our reasonable satisfaction within the time period 
for rectification which we notify to you; 

 
19.2.2 you are unable to use the Grant for the Project for any reason or we have 

reasonable grounds for believing that the Project will not be completed 
within a reasonable time (or at all); 

 
19.2.3 you act in a way which in our reasonable opinion has the potential to 

damage materially our reputation or goodwill, including without limitation if 
you make any statement or do anything which is derogatory or denigrating 
to the Library or Arcadia; 

 
19.2.4 we have reasonable grounds to believe that you or any other person or 

organisation acting for you failed to disclose information relevant to the 
making of the Grant or gave us any significantly misleading, dishonest or 
inaccurate information, whether deliberately or accidentally, during the 
application process, or during the course of the Project or that you have 
misused the Grant and/or are responsible for any fraud or theft in relation 
to it; 

 
19.2.5 you are unable to pay your debts as they become due and/or any 

insolvency action is taken against you which is not discharged within 14 
days; 

 
19.2.6 in the case of an institution you or members of your governing body, 

employees or volunteers become subject to an investigation or formal 
inquiry by the Police, Charity Commission, HM Revenue and Customs or 
other regulatory body in the United Kingdom or any other jurisdiction; 

 
19.2.7 in the case of an institution we reasonably consider that there are serious 

concerns regarding your governance which may adversely affect the 
Project and/or damage materially our reputation or goodwill; 

mailto:endangeredarchives@bl.uk
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19.2.8 in the case of an institution you become insolvent or go into administration, 
receivership or liquidation and the Project has not been completed; 

 
19.2.9 in the case of an institution you become subject to a change of control or 

make material changes to your purposes, structure or ownership during the 
Project or within a reasonable period after its completion, so as to prejudice 
the successful outcome of the Project; 

 
19.2.10 in the case of an institution you become legally ineligible to hold the Grant; 

 
19.2.11 you apply for duplicate funding in respect of any part of the Project or any 

related administration costs that we are funding in full; and/or 
 

19.2.12 you fail to comply with any of the other terms and conditions of this Grant 
Agreement. 

 
19.3 We may in addition suspend the Project if you fail to submit a Report on time, or 

submit a Report which does not include the information specified in Clause 12 and 
any other information specified in the Guidance for Applicants or which indicates that 
you have deviated from approved Project objectives or delayed delivery of Project 
objectives without our prior written approval. 

 
19.4 If we suspend the Project, we may: 

 
19.4.1 continue our suspension for as long as we reasonably require in order to 

investigate our concerns; and 
 

19.4.2 impose additional conditions and require you to carry out remedial actions 
before we recommence payment of the Grant. 

 
19.5 We accept no liability for any consequences, whether direct or indirect, of a 

suspension even if the investigation finds no cause for concern. 
 

19.6 If we terminate the Project, we may at our sole discretion agree to cover winding 
down costs for the Project and any unavoidable expenditure commitments. If 
requested by us, you must promptly (and acting reasonably and in good faith at all 
times) co-operate with and assist us and any third party to facilitate the seamless and 
uninterrupted transfer of the delivery of Project to a third party or to us. 

 
19.7 The termination grounds set out in this clause are cumulative and without prejudice 

to any rights that we have accrued under this Grant Agreement or any of the rights 
and remedies in this Grant Agreement. 

 
19.8 Provisions of this Grant Agreement which are either expressed to survive its 

termination or, from their nature or context, are apparently intended to survive such 
termination shall remain in full force and effect notwithstanding termination. 

 
20. Liability 

 
20.1 We accept no liability for any consequences, whether direct or indirect, that may come 

about from you running the Project, the use of the Grant or from withdrawal of the 
Grant and our liability under this Grant Agreement is strictly limited to the payment of 
the Grant. 

 
20.2 In particular, we do not accept liability for: 
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20.2.1 any financial or other commitments which you make before the Grant is 
made; 

 
20.2.2 any expenditure which exceed the amount of the Grant; 

 
20.2.3 employment costs associated with the Project. 

 
20.3 You agree to indemnify and hold harmless us, our employees, agents, officers or sub- 

contractors with respect to all claims, demands, actions, costs, expenses, losses, 
damages and all other liabilities arising from or incurred by reason of your actions 
and/or omissions in relation to the Project, your non-fulfilment of obligations under 
this Grant Agreement or your obligations to third parties. 

 
21. Insurance 

 
You shall effect and maintain with a reputable insurance company a policy or policies 
in respect of all risks which may be incurred in connection with the Project, arising 
out of your performance of this Grant Agreement, including death or personal injury, 
loss of or damage to property or any other loss. 

 
22. Confidentiality 

 
22.1 In the event we make available to you confidential information relating to our business, 

staff, customers, financial matters, technical or other matters in the course of the 
activities contemplated by this Grant Agreement, then you shall maintain the 
confidentiality of such information and not disclose it to any third party nor use such 
information for any purpose except as expressly permitted by this Grant Agreement. 

 
22.2 The obligations in Clause 23.1 shall not apply to data or information which you can 

clearly demonstrate: 
 

22.2.1 was known to you prior to disclosure by us or is independently developed 
or conceived by you; 

 
22.2.2 was in or enters the public domain without misconduct or negligence on 

your part; 
 

22.2.3 was made available to you by an unconnected third party with the lawful 
right to make such a disclosure; or 

 
22.2.4 is required to be disclosed by law. 

 
22.3 The provisions of Clause 23.1 shall survive for a period of three (3) years from the 

date of termination of this Grant Agreement. 
 

23. Data Protection 
 

23.1 By virtue of this agreement it is foreseen that both parties may come into possession 
of personal data and will agree to process it in a way that would deemed compatible 
with the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA), the General Data Protection Regulation 
(Regulation (EU) 2016/679) (GDPR) and any regulations and secondary legislation 
as updated or amended from time to time. Should either party come into possession 
of any personal data belonging to the other party which they are required to process 
on behalf of the other party they agree to act as if they were a full data processor. For 
all other processing of personal data each party will do so as a data controller in their 
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own right. For more information about how the Library uses personal data. Our 
Privacy Policy is available on our website at: https://www.bl.uk/about-us/privacy- 
policy. 

 
 
 

24. Freedom of Information 
 

24.1 You acknowledge that we are subject to the requirements of the UK’s Freedom of 
Information Act 2000 (FOIA) and Environmental Information Regulations 2004 
(EIRs). This means that we may be required by law to disclose information you have 
provided to us (including confidential information) and other information about the 
Project under UK law, subject to the exceptions and exemptions set out in the FOIA 
and EIRs. We may need to do this without consulting you and without your consent. 
We shall have no liability to you in relation to any such disclosure. 

 
24.2 You shall: 

 
24.2.1 promptly provide all necessary assistance and cooperation as reasonably 

requested by us to enable us to comply with its obligations under the FOIA 
and EIRs; and 

 
24.2.2 not respond directly to any request for information unless authorised in 

writing to do so by us. 
 

24.3 We will take reasonable steps to notify you of any request for information which 
relates to you or the Project to the extent that it is permissible and reasonably practical 
for us to do so but we will be responsible for determining in our absolute discretion 
whether any information is exempt from disclosure in accordance with the FOIA 
and/or the EIRs. 

 
25. Bribery and corruption 

 
25.1 You must not, in connection with this Grant Agreement or the Grant or the Project, 

offer, promise or give anything of value to any government official or to any person 
for the purpose of obtaining or retaining business or receiving favourable treatment. 

 
25.2 You must comply with all applicable laws, statutes, regulations, and codes relating to 

anti-bribery and anti-corruption. 
 

25.3 You must promptly report to us any request or demand for any undue financial or 
other advantage of any kind received by you in connection with the performance of 
this Grant Agreement or the Project. 

 

 

26. Safeguarding children and vulnerable adults 
 

If your Project involves working with children or vulnerable adults, you confirm that 
you have the necessary policies in place to safeguard them, that such policies are 
regularly reviewed, that all necessary vetting checks on staff, volunteers, consultants 

As well as ensuring you comply with legal requirements, relevant parts of clauses 26 to 28 
reflect our commitment to ensure that the funding we provide is used responsibly and in a 
manner which reflects our organisational values, including treating everyone with respect and 
compassion, and embracing equality, fairness and diversity. 

https://www.bl.uk/about-us/privacy-policy
https://www.bl.uk/about-us/privacy-policy
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and advisors have been undertaken and that you are compliant with applicable 
safeguarding laws. 

 
27. Equality Legislation 

 
27.1 You must not, whether as an employer or provider of services and/or goods, 

discriminate against anyone on the basis of their age; being or becoming a 
transsexual person; being married or in a civil partnership; being pregnant or on 
maternity leave; disability; race (including colour, nationality, ethnic or national origin); 
religion, belief or lack of religion/belief; sex; or sexual orientation. This means that 
you must not treat people with these characteristics: 

 
27.1.1 less favourably than others; 

 
27.1.2 in a way which puts them at an unfair advantage by putting rules or 

arrangements in place that apply to everyone, but that put someone with 
one of these characteristics at an unfair disadvantage; 

 
27.1.3 in a way which violates their dignity or creates an offensive environment 

for them; or 
 

27.1.4 unfairly because they have complained about discrimination or 
harassment. 

 
27.2 You must in delivering the Project comply with local regulations and policies relating 

to equality and diversity and you must adhere to the principles in our Equality and 
Diversity Policy, which is available on our website here: 
https://www.bl.uk/aboutus/stratpolprog/diversity/equdivpol/ 

 
28. Human Rights 

 
28.1 In this Clause 29, Human Rights means internationally recognised human rights 

understood, at a minimum, as those expressed in the International Bill of Human 
Rights. 

 
28.2 In delivery of the Project you must: 

 
28.2.1 comply with all Human Rights laws, statutes, regulations and codes from 

time to time in force; and 
 

28.2.2 respect Human Rights, meaning that you must avoid infringing on the rights 
of others and address adverse Human Rights impacts with which you are 
involved. 

 

29. General 
 

29.1 If we choose not to enforce any part of this contract, or delay enforcing it, this will not 
affect our right to enforce the same part later (or on a separate occasion) or the rest 
of this contract. And, if we cannot enforce any part of this contract, this will not affect 
our right to enforce the rest of this contract. 

 
29.2 We may vary the terms of this Grant Agreement from time to time and at our sole 

discretion by written notice to you. 

http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/stratpolprog/diversity/equdivpol/
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29.3 You must not assign, delegate, sub-contract, charge, mortgage or otherwise transfer 
any or all of your rights and obligations under this Grant Agreement without our prior 
written consent. 

 
29.4 This Grant Agreement shall not create any partnership or joint venture between you 

and us, nor any relationship of principal and agent, nor authorise either of us to make 
or enter (or to represent that we have authority to) into any commitments for or on 
behalf of the other. 

 
29.5 This Grant Agreement does not and is not intended to confer any contractual benefit 

on any person pursuant to the terms of the UK’s Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) 
Act 1999. 

 
29.6 If any provision or part-provision of this Grant Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal 

or unenforceable, it shall be deemed modified to the minimum extent necessary to 
make it valid, legal and enforceable. If such modification is not possible, the relevant 
provision or part-provision shall be deemed deleted. Any modification to or deletion 
of a provision or part-provision under this clause shall not affect the validity and 
enforceability of the rest of this Grant Agreement. 

 
29.7 This Grant Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the 

law of England and you and we irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English courts. 

 
If this Grant Agreement reflects your understanding of the terms on which the Grant is 
provided, you should indicate your agreement to such terms by having the enclosed copy of 
this Grant Agreement countersigned by an appropriate officer and returned to us. 

 
In countersigning this Grant Agreement, such officer represents to us that she/he has the 
authority to sign this Grant Agreement on your behalf. 

 
1) Signed by [●] for and on behalf of The British  

Library Board) 
 

 

 

[HOST INSTITUTION] 

ACCEPTED AND AGREED 

this day of , 202[●] 
 

2) Signed by [●] for and on behalf of 
[●institution ] 

 
 

[■Director] 

 [PROJECT LEAD] 

ACCEPTED AND AGREED 

this day of , 202[●] 
 

3) Signed by [●individual]) 
 
 

 
 

Project Lead 
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Schedule 1 
Grant Summary and Application 

 

Grant Reference No.  

Project Title  

Grant Amount  

Start Date  

End Date  

Grant Duration  

Pilot/Major  

Project Lead  

Project Lead contact details  

Host Institution  

Host Institution contact details  

Local Archival Partner  

Local Archival Partner contact details  

 
Schedule 1 Appendix Full Programme Proposal/Application 
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Schedule 2 
Budget and payment schedule 

 

Budget Item Amount (£) 

Salaries  

Equipment  

Travel & subsistence  

Training  

Other costs  

TOTAL  

 
 

Payment profile Date payable Amount (£) 

Stage 1 payment   

Stage 2 payment   

Stage 3 payment   

Final payment   

TOTAL  

Report due Date due  

Metadata samples   

Image samples   

Report 1   

Report 2   

Report 3   

Final report   
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Schedule 3 
Account details for remittance of Grant 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Bank account must be able to receive payments in GBP. 
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